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ABSTRACT

Direct tableting has been renewed as a preferable process by simply mixing and compressing powder to save time and cost in comparison with granule tableting. Direct compression tableting as a technique has been successfully applied to numerous drugs on the industrial scale, although the success of any procedure, and resulting mechanical properties of tablets, is strongly affected by the quality of the crystals used. Good flowability, packability and compactability are prerequisite for drug to be prepared by direct tableting. When the mechanical properties of the drug particles are inadequate a primary granulation is necessary. The use of spherical crystallization as a technique appears to be an efficient alternative for obtaining suitable particles for direct tableting. Spherical crystallization is a particle design technique, by which crystallization and agglomeration can be carried out simultaneously in one step and which has been successfully utilized for improvement of the micromeric properties of crystalline drugs. In this review, we will discuss how the micromeric properties of the particles such as flowability, packability and compactability can be improved by spherical crystallization technique.

Introduction

Today the tablet is the most popular dosage form, representing 50% of all oral drug delivery systems, and accounting for 70% of all pharmaceutical preparations produced. From the manufacturing point of view, the initial capital outlay is high but tablets can be produced at much higher rate than any other dosage form. The dry dosage form promotes stability, and tablets are readily portable and consumed. The formulation of a tablet is optimized to achieve several goals. The focus today in the business is better drug delivery concepts, but also to make the simple standard formulations as economical as possible to produce. One of the most economical solutions is to find direct compressible formulations and this is especially of interest for large volume products. The required number of unit operations in direct compression is lower which means less equipment and space, lower labour costs, less processing time, and lower energy consumption. However, the use of this technique, although conceptually quite simple, depends on generating appropriate: (a) particle size and particle size distribution of the materials, (b) flowability of the crystals, (c) bulk density of the powder, in order to feed the correct amount of drug into a die cavity, and (d) compactability of the powder. Despite some drug crystals exhibiting such appropriate properties, many materials display poor flowability and compactability. Direct tableting of latter materials has been successfully industrialized by coformulating higher amounts of fillers (≥75%). However, direct compression in the production of high dose formulations is limited, since large quantities of excipients are ordinarily required to produce suitable tablets. To overcome this problem, the physicomechanical properties of drug need to be modified to improve flowability, packability and compressibility, so that powder can be delivered stably into die cavity and produce mechanically strong tablets. It is well known that the physical properties of the pharmaceutical raw materials such as crystal size, crystal shape, degree of agglomeration, and agglomerate properties can be modified by crystallization techniques to such an extent that these materials to be suitable for particular applications. Crystallization variables such as temperature profile, solvent composition, method and rate of supersaturation generation, hydrodynamics can be used to produce crystals with specific physicmechanical properties.

One interesting crystallization technique in which synthesis, crystallization, separation and agglomeration can be carried out in one step has been defined as spherical crystallization. Indeed, this technique can promote the effectiveness of mixing, filling and tableting procedures via producing spherical agglomerates with improved physicmechanical properties like compressibility, packability and flowability. Spherical crystallization was firstly introduced into pharmaceutical manufacturing by...
Kawashima et al.\textsuperscript{8,9} as a simple technique to produce spherical agglomerates appropriate for direct tabletting. Spherical crystallization may occur via two mechanisms: spherical agglomeration (SA) and emulsion solvent diffusion (ESD). In both mechanisms there are a good solvent and a poor solvent which their miscibility govern the mechanism of the spherical crystallization. In the ESD mechanism, the pure good solvent and poor solvent are miscible but as affinity between good solvent and drug is stronger than that of good solvent and poor solvent. Accordingly, emulsion droplets are first formed by mixing good solvent solution of the drug with poor solvent.\textsuperscript{10} Then, crystallization occurs within droplets as a consequence of counter diffusion of good and poor solvents. In spite of the apparent simplicity of ESD mechanism, finding a suitable emulsifier is really time consuming and difficult. The SA occurs in three solvent systems, in which good solvent and poor solvent are miscible.\textsuperscript{11} The drug is precipitated immediately by mixing a good solvent solution of the drug with a poor solvent as they are freely miscible and the affinity between solvents is stronger than the affinity between good solvent and drug. The third solvent, termed "binder liquid" is usually immiscible with poor solvent but wets the dispersed crystals and collects the crystals to form agglomerates through the action of capillary forces.\textsuperscript{12} It was revealed from several studies spherical crystallization exhibited improved micromeritic properties of spherical agglomerated crystals over single crystals which assists in pharmaceutical processing and expedites the production of tablets by direct tabletting. In this review it has been discussed how the micromeritic properties such as flowability, packability and compactibility of particle obtained by spherical crystallization can be improved.

Flowability and packability
Improvement in flowability and packability of the agglomerated crystals prepared by spherical crystallization in comparison with the single crystals has been shown in several investigation.\textsuperscript{13-17} Kawashima \textit{et al.} in 1994 produced the agglomerates of acebutolol hydrochloride by spherical crystallization. It was shown in this study that the prepared agglomerates had lower angle of repose compared to single crystals which indicated to improved flowability of the agglomerate.\textsuperscript{13} According to their results, mean diameter and standard deviation of agglomerates was respectively larger and smaller than those of the single crystals. Therefore, better flowability of the agglomerates was attributed to their larger particle size and narrow size distribution. In other work, the effect of particle size on the angle of repose of the agglomerated and single crystals was\textsuperscript{15} studied and it was shown that the angle of repose of agglomerates was smaller than that of original crystals over the entire studied particle size range. Therefore, it was assumable that inaddition of particle size there is another reason for improvement of flowability of agglomerated crystals. It was concluded that good flowability for agglomerates were attributed to the spherical shape and smooth surface, since the area of contacts in the powder bed for spherical shapes was smaller than that for other particle shapes. In various studies which in spherical crystallization was applied to prepare the agglomerates the packing process achieved by tapping was described by percent compressibility (Eq.1), Kawakita (Eq.2) and Kuno(Eq.3) equations as follows.\textsuperscript{18-20}

\begin{equation}
\text{Compressibility}\% = \frac{(\rho_f - \rho_o)}{\rho_f} \times 100 \quad \text{Eq.1}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\frac{n}{c} = 1/ab \quad \text{Kawakita's equation} \quad \text{Eq.2}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\ln(\rho_f - \rho_o) = -Kn + \ln(\rho_i - \rho_o) \quad \text{Kuno's equation} \quad \text{Eq.3}
\end{equation}

Where \(n\) is the number of tapping; \(V_o\) and \(V_s\) are the initial volume of powder bed before tapping and the volume powder bed after the nth tapping, respectively; \(\rho_o\) and \(\rho_s\) are the densities of powder bed at the initial stage and at the nth tapping respectively; a, b and k are constants representing flowability and packability of powder under mechanical force. As the results of several studies showed the low value of the percent compressibility and parameter a of Kawakita equation for agglomerated crystals indicated their high packability and the larger parameter b and k in kawakita's and of Kuno's equations respectively, for agglomerates indicated to their slower apparent packing velocity. The slow packing velocity which indicated to low proportion of the consolidation of powder per tap was attributed to high flowability and packability of the agglomerates which result in closely packing of the agglomerates even without tapping. Moreover, as reported by some works, improved packing properties of agglomerates compared to single crystals was due to their larger closest packing density.\textsuperscript{16,21} Flowability and packability of the agglomerated Acebutolol hydrochloride crystals were comprehensively investigated by measuring interparticle frictions when sheared.\textsuperscript{13} In this work the mechanical characteristics (e.g. friction angle, cohesive stress) of the agglomerates were determined from the yield locus, which was constructed by measuring tensile stress and shear stress of the preconsolidated powder bed. The yield locus was described by Warren Spring\textsuperscript{22} as represented by equation 4.

\begin{equation}
\left(\frac{\sigma}{\sigma_T}\right)^n = \left(\frac{\sigma + \sigma_T}{\sigma_T}\right) \quad \text{Eq.4}
\end{equation}
Where $\tau$ is shear stress, $C$ is cohesive stress, $\sigma$ is vertical stress and $\sigma_f$ is tensile stress. According to this study, the angle of friction, shear cohesive stress and shear index of agglomerates were lower than those of single crystals. Such a low frictional force might be due to the decrease in frictional static electric charge of agglomerates. The major principal stress required to fracture the powder compact (i.e. uniaxial compression strength), was determined by drawing the Mohr circle contacting the yield locus and passing through the origin. The lower tensile stress and uniaxial compression strength proved the reduced cohesiveness of the agglomerates. Thus decreasing friction and cohesive forces during packing, resulted in improved packability and flowability of the agglomerates. According to these studies, it is expectable that the agglomerates flow smoothly from the hopper into the die and hence tablets with appropriate uniformity in weight can be produced from the agglomerates.\textsuperscript{15}

**Compactability**

In several works, it has been reported that the tablet compressed with the agglomerated crystals exhibited higher tensile strength than that of compressed single original crystals.\textsuperscript{13-15,23-25} Superior strength characteristics of the agglomerated crystals to single crystals indicated that a stronger bonding occurred during compression of agglomerated crystals than in the case of single crystals. In Jihou et al. study it was indicated that the improvement of compression ability of the ibuprofen agglomerated crystals compared to marketed single crystals in spite of their higher crystallinity, might be related to the isotropy of the agglomerate texture.\textsuperscript{14} However, in several studies, increasing the contact points to bind particles as a consequence of fracturing of agglomerated crystals has been mentioned as one of the main reasons for improvement in compactibility of agglomerated crystals.\textsuperscript{13,15,16} For example, Morishima et al.\textsuperscript{15} indicated that the improved compactibility of agglomerated crystals was related to their structural characteristics.

During the early stage of the compression process, the agglomerates consisted of numerous small crystals fragmented and resulted in large relative volume change. According to results of this study, the specific surface area of the agglomerates increased with increasing the compaction pressure from 0.5 to 5 MPa while no change was observed in the case of single crystals. This fact confirmed the fracturing properties of the agglomerates compared to single crystals. Furthermore, it was shown that, in the case of single crystals, there was a good linear relationship between the porosity and the logarithm of the tensile strength for each size fraction. On the other hand, compacts made from smaller crystals showed superior tensile strength compared to those made from larger crystals with the same porosity. This could be explained by considering the fact that smaller crystals could be compacted more tightly as a result of higher interparticle contact points compared to larger crystals which was in agreement with some other works.\textsuperscript{26,27} Regarding the agglomerates, the tensile strength of the compacts was close to that of single crystal, which was similar in constitutive crystal size. Having considered this finding and the fact that a good linear relationship between porosity and the tensile strength was also observed for agglomerates, it was concludable that the tensile strength of the compacts obtained from the agglomerates was mainly determined by the size of their constitutive crystals.

Kawashima et al.\textsuperscript{17} also showed the tensile strengths of tablets from agglomerated crystals were higher than those from single crystals when compared at the same compression pressure and porosity of the tablet. However, they emphasized that the production of fresh surfaces by fracturing during the compression process is necessary to bind the particles strongly for tabletting. To confirm the effect of fresh surface, newly produced by fragmentation during compression, on interparticle bonding, tablets were prepared with ground agglomerates and single crystals in mortar. The tensile strength of tablets with ground agglomerates was drastically reduced whereas such phenomena were not found with the original single crystals. This result was attributed to this fact that if the fractured surface is exposed to air for a time after breaking, no improvement in interparticle bonding occurs because of the decrease in the free energy of the surface when adsorbed with air. In this study it was found that produced surfaces by fracturing of the agglomerates in addition of increasing contact points to bind of particle, enhances the plastic interparticle bonding.\textsuperscript{13} In this study and some other works the compression process was analyzed by Heckel equation which showed that a surface freshly prepared by fracture increased plasticity of particles, resulted in a lower compressive force required for compressing the agglomerates under plastic deformation compared to that for single crystals.\textsuperscript{13,16,28} On the other hand, according to several researches, it is well known that better compacts result from the compression of plastic materials.\textsuperscript{29,31} Plastic deformation can be quantitatively measured by stress relaxation at constant strain. Greater relaxation pressure, which is measured when plastic deformation requires higher energy, indicates increasing intimate interparticle contacts and consequently formation of strong bonds.\textsuperscript{32} According to studies which elucidated plastic deformation based on relaxation stress, agglomerated crystals showed more rapid and extensive relaxation than single crystals which indicated agglomerated crystals exhibited a greater degree of plastic deformation under compression than single crystals.\textsuperscript{15,16,25} Moreover, in another work\textsuperscript{23} which deformation of agglomerated crystals as a single particle was studied based on the stress- strain curve it was found that the deformation of these particles was...
mainly plastic. Marshall and York reported that the deformation characteristics of a drug crystallized from different systems were different which might be responsible for improving plasticity of the crystals when recrystalized and agglomerated from different crystallization system. Also as mentioned previously, in some works increasing plasticity of the agglomerated crystals was attributed to structural characteristics of them which produced fresh surfaces of particle with higher plasticity as a consequence of fragmentation. In some researches lower elastic recovery of the agglomerated crystals than that of the single crystals was also reported. For example, Kawashima et al. showed the elastic recovery of the agglomerated crystals of acebutolol hydrochloride was lower than that of the single crystals because more energy was consumed for plastic deformation in the former case than in the latter. In turn, the lower elastic recovery of the agglomerated crystals resulted in lower ejection pressure for agglomerated crystals compared with that the single crystals as explained below. It is known that the ejection force is the sum of the adhesive force, the friction force and the residual force. According to results of this study, there was no significant difference in residual pressure between agglomerated crystals and single crystals. Therefore, the lower ejection pressure might be due to the lower adhesive force and the lower friction force during ejection of the tablet from the die cavity for the agglomerated crystals compared to single crystals. The elastic recovery of the compressed tablet and the interaction of the material and wall are two main factors that are determined the adhesive force of the tablet to the die wall. Furthermore, in comparison with the agglomerated crystals and those of single it is obvious that the friction force of the former is lower because of lower elastic recovery. Therefore, the two facts of the smaller adhesive force and friction force in the tablet releasing period resulted in lowered ejection pressure for agglomerated crystals compared to their single counterparts. In summary, according to results of various investigation it can be concluded that remarkable fragmentation, increased plastic deformation and lowered elastic recovery of the agglomerated crystals during tableting process were responsible for improving the compactibility of the agglomerated crystals compared to single crystals.

**Conclusion**

This study has brought forward that agglomerated crystals may receive properties that make them amiable for direct tableting. Improvement in flowability and packability of the agglomerated crystals obtained by spherical crystallization method in comparison with the single crystals has been shown in several investigations which were attributed to their larger particle size, spherical shape, and smooth surface. Improved flowability and packability should be of great advantage in uniform feed of the agglomerates into the die cavity and their smooth compression in the direct tableting process. According to several studies, the compactibility improvement brought to crystals by the agglomerate form was clear. It was shown in these studies, the tablet agglomerated crystals compared to single crystals had greater tensile strength which implied the fact that a stronger bonding occurred during compression of agglomerated crystals than in the case of single crystals. The higher tensile strength of the tablets from agglomerated crystals is mainly due to the greater plastic deformation of the agglomerated crystals resulting in greater permanent inter particle contact and stronger bond force than in the case of single crystals.
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